Vaccines and companion diagnostic tests for foot-and-mouth disease virus. An overview of the experience in South America.
Vaccination constitutes an important control policy for foot-and-mouth disease (FMD) in affected areas with advanced eradication programmes, as well as in free regions that decide to use immunization as a control measure after a recent introduction of the disease. However, considering that vaccinated animals exposed to FMD virus can establish sub-clinical infection and eventually remain persistently infected, availability of tools to identify sub-clinical infection and its silent transmission within and between herds, regardless of their vaccination state, is of utmost importance. In response to the need for new diagnostic tools to support the eradication campaigns implemented in 1988 in South America, during the past decade we have developed, validated and applied a highly sensitive and specific immuno-enzymatic system for recognition of persistence at a herd level. The system is based on the detection of antibodies against non-capsid proteins required for viral replication. These proteins, in principle, are removed from the viral suspensions destined for production of BEI inactivated vaccines. Within the validation steps, evaluation of potential induction of antibodies to non-capsid proteins caused by traces of these proteins eventually remaining in the vaccines was a major concern. This report presents a review on the experience gathered through the application of the system to various experimental and field immunization conditions. It was concluded that vaccination is not expected to induce antibody responses to non-capsid proteins that could lead to misinterpretation of serological investigations. Progress on the development of approaches towards vaccine certification to guarantee absence of interference will be discussed.